
Instruction to the investors 

The Agency of deposits protection of Kyrgyz Republic is the public institution created by the 

Government of Kyrgyz Republic for ensuring the activity of the protection  system (Guaranteed) of 

deposits of individuals in banks of Kyrgyz Republic, management of assets of Fund of deposits 

protection and payment to investors the amount of deposits and interests on them in the event of a 

guarantee case.  

The system of deposits protection  

The system of deposits protection is the activity, directed on deposits protection of individuals in banks 

of Kyrgyz Republic, assistance of financial stability and maintenance of trust of the population to banks. 

The system of deposits protection guarantees the returning to each  investor his bank’s deposit and 

accrual of interests on them by providing the compensation on the guaranteed amount, determined by the 

Law , after the approach of guarantee case concerning in relationship of bank or banks, being the 

participants of the system of deposits protection.  

The amount of deposits placed by the investor in foreign currency are paid in national currency at the 

registration course of NBKR on the date of breach of  guaranteed case.  

Informing of investors about the beginning of compensation  

payments at approach of guaranteed case 

From the date of approach of a guaranteed case the Agency publishes the announcement in the republican 

newspaper in the state or official languages about the address of placement agent bank, date, time, form 

and procedure of compensation payments, and also the announcement places at the entrance of the 

building of agent bank and bankrupt, including their branches and sub-branches.  

Where it is possible to get the compensation on the deposits? 

After the official announcement of Agency about the date of beginning of payments of compensations, 

the investor or his legal representative has the right to apply the written statement about payment of 

compensation for a contribution to the agent bank which is performing  payment of compensations for 

deposits. 

The investor must present to bank-agent: 

 The statement in the establishment form  

 Identification document of the investor  

 The agreement of a bank deposit 

 If on behalf of the investor his lawful representative, the power of attorney issued according to the 

current legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic acts.  

The payment of compensation for a deposit contributes by the agent bank in according to the Register of 

investors of bank in which there became the guaranteed case.  

Procedure of implementation of payments of compensation for deposits 

Payment of compensation for deposits has to begin during the period no later than the term determined by 

the Law after approach of a guarantee case. 

For implementation of payments of compensations to investors the Agency makes selection of bank-

agent which will carry out payment of compensations on behalf of Agency. 

For payment of compensations for deposits the Agency can use the next ways of calculations: 

 through bank-agent by transfer of the sum of compensation to the account specified by the 

investor; 

 in the acceptable ways in cash or non-cash forms of calculations. 

In case of existence of the circumstances interfering timely payment of compensations, this procedure 

can be prolonged. 

What the guaranteed case is? 

The guaranteed case is the circumstance, under which the deposit approached to the compensation was 

not paid by the bank to the investor owing to the decision of authorized body on compulsory elimination 

or bankruptcy of bank which came into force.  

 


